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Make the branch experience
as efficient, immersive and
meaningful as possible

Boost productivity in the teller line
with the JetScan® 150 desktop
currency scanner (1.5-pocket)

Cash isn’t going away anytime soon. A
recent poll determined that 81% of adults
in the UK still use paper currency and
coins to make purchases at least once a
week1, and Financial Institutions (FIs) are
likely to process a significant percentage
of that money. Operations with heavy
cash volumes, such as cash vaults, need
to continually enhance productivity to
maintain profits and work toward a more
sustainable future.

Local branches remain an important
option for people in many communities,
for services that are best carried out
face-to-face. When branches shift their
focus from high-volume, time-consuming
transactions, they can reallocate
resources to consultative services that
better support customers and generate
new revenues.

Studies show us that tellers handle the
bulk of transactions that come through the
branch. They are your first line of defense
– and your best offense. Keep depositors
happy by enabling tellers to quickly process
their entire deposit in real time.

Today’s technologies can go a long way
in transforming your branch into an
environment that meets the needs of the
new branch customer. As roles evolve,
technology becomes a support platform
for staff. Reliable equipment and superior
service are key to increasing productivity
and cutting costs.
Your success will depend heavily on the
technology partner and solutions you
choose.
As an end-to-end solution provider,
Cummins Allison is an innovator of
new technologies that drive process
improvement – expanding our portfolio
to provide new options for greater
efficiency. Solutions are performance
tested under rigorous conditions every
day, and meet all ECB certification,
PRA and FCA requirements. We train
customers personally and remain at your
disposal for the life cycle of the product,
so you can get the most from your
investment.

Poll conducted by YouGov in June 2017.
Full report available on www.yougov.co.uk
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Serve your customers better by enabling
employees to work faster:
• Minimise handling of banknotes and
coins to reduce employee involvement
• Process banknotes and coin faster for
greater efficiency in the vault
• Integrate deposit data from processing
devices directly into your systems
Cummins Allison helps FIs optimise cashhandling activities, so operators spend
less time on processing tasks and more
time with branch clientele.

With JetScan® 150, tellers can:
• Process deposits faster and reduce
transaction times
• Have quality interactions that foster
stronger customer relationships
• Reduce handling of cash, opportunities
for error, and related overtime costs
This affordable 1.5 pocket solution allows
for continuous processing with both a reject
and a full-function pocket. No need for tellers
to stop the machine for suspect or damaged
notes. Reduce keying and totaling errors
and swiftly transmit deposit totals to your
core system. Efficient processing ensures
that customers experience the personalised
service only a local branch can provide. High
quality keeps it running longer.

JetScan® 150
This affordable, high-quality 1.5 pocket solution
allows for continuous processing with both a
reject and a full-function pocket

Dispatch currency volumes in
your cash centre or back office
JetScan iFX® i400 multi-pocket
currency scanner
Choose JetScan iFX® i400 for flexible,
high-speed, multi-pocket performance,
including:
• No manual sorting needed before
processing
• Continuous note feeding for
uninterrupted processing
• Ultra high-speed processing at
1,000 notes per minute

In a single pass,
quickly count,
denominate and
authenticate notes.

• Compact, modular tabletop design that
fits virtually any space in your back-office
or cash centre
In a single pass, quickly count, denominate and authenticate notes,
also sorting by series, orientation and fitness. Create and save up to
six configurations to minimise setup time. Add coin values into batch
totals to create a complete accounting record. Export records to your
system for fast, accurate posting and clearing.

JetScan iFX i400 scans and sorts
faster, is easier to use and is more
customisable than any machine of its
kind. Its future-ready design makes it
possible to scale up the number of
pockets as your processing needs
change. And, it uses the most advanced
counterfeit detection technologies in
the industry, for peace of mind.

Today’s technologies
can go a long way
in transforming
your branch into an
environment that
meets the needs of the
new branch customer.

Raise the bar on coin-processing
accuracy and efficiency
JetSort® LX attended coin sorter
Breakthrough speed, accuracy and ease-of-use differentiate JetSort® LX
coin sorters from all comparable solutions. Meet productivity goals for
deposit preparation faster and more cost-effectively when re-counting
and reconciling redeemed coins from the cash desk or ATMs.
On-the-fly coin discrimination identifies and rejects foreign, counterfeit
and damaged coins – even at the highest speeds. And processing is
intuitive, so operators work more quickly with fewer errors.
Streamline your coin processing in the cash centre or back office
with JetSort LX:
• Proven JetSort reliability and local, dependable service
• Communicates coin totals directly to your internal system
• Processing speed of up to 4,100 mixed coins per minute
• Maximum uptime and 99.995% counting accuracy
• Affordable, ergonomic design

Monitor each step in the process on a full-color touch-screen display. Connect
JetSort LX to computers and printers via the data interface to document batch
and sub-batch totals and print your results. Deposit accuracy is ensured by
screen bag-fill indicators and reject reporting, in real-time.

Expedite foreign currency processing
JetScan iFX® i200 2-pocket
currency scanner
Save time counting foreign currency using
the fastest, most accurate 2-pocket
desktop currency scanner. The JetScan
iFX®i200 scanner was designed to help FIs
improve their cash operations, by counting
down cash 20% faster than any competitive
model.
Even smaller cash centres can benefit
from multi-pocket benefits at an
affordable cost.
• Processes notes at up to 1,600 notes
per minute
• Advanced counterfeit detection on
select models
• Sorts notes by a selected denomination
• Off-sorts denominations not selected

Coin redemption improves teller efficiency
Money Machine® 2 self-service
coin counter

Consider Cummins Allison –
a change for the better

Banks with a self-service machine for
coin redemption provide a service that
customers appreciate and come into the
branch to use. More than 20,000 Cummins
Allison coin counters are in operation every
day, around the world, providing the fastest
and most accurate coin-sorting technology
available.

FIs worldwide depend on Cummins Allison
for innovative branch transformation
solutions and excellent service. The
company consistently scores high marks
for quality, reliability and overall value.
We are a trusted partner throughout the
U.S., Canada, the UK and Europe with a
strong presence worldwide.

Money Machine® 2 self-service coin
counters offer:

One of the top banks in the UK uses our
equipment throughout their branches.
In Germany, the largest CITs use our
solutions to process cash and coins in
their vaults. In the US, we partner with
thousands of banks, including every one of
the top 20. We regularly meet with the major
Central Banking organisations and work with
them throughout the development of new
currencies. We are a prolific inventor of
new technologies with over 350 patents.

• Increased foot traffic to your branch
• Improved teller efficiency
• Enhanced customer service
• Competitive differentiation in your market

Contact our local office to learn how Cummins Allison note
and coin processing solutions can help you achieve your
branch transformation goals and streamline processes at
your financial institution. Call us today!

Backed by dependable, local service
throughout the UK, you can count on
JetScan and JetScan iFX series note
scanners, JetSort LX coin sorters, and
Money Machine 2 self-service coin counters
for all of your cash centre, back office, teller
line and self-service coin redemption needs.

William H. Klotz House
Colonnade Point
Central Boulevard
Prologis Park
Coventry
CV6 4BU
02476 339810
cumminsallison.co.uk
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Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability.
Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, cheques and coin. Our leadership
in technology and product innovation spans more than 125 years. Cummins Allison serves the majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading
organisations in retail, gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of our customers would recommend our products and services.
The company holds more than 350 patents and invests double the industry average in R&D. Our world-class sales and service network includes hundreds
of local representatives in more than 50 offices in North America, wholly-owned subsidiaries in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Ireland and
Australia and is represented in more than 70 countries around the world.
023-6096

